There exists some of the extension to the colliding plane gravitational waves (CPWs) of the soliton solution by Ferrari and Ibanez. However, no one gives the corresponding conditions for each extension. And as we know the Hawking radiation can be explored as long as the event horizon exists. Thus we regard Hawking radiation as a condition to the extension of the metric in the interaction region of CPWs. In this paper, we have found three interesting conclusions by taking the Hawking radiation into account. First, the event horizon will disappear in the course of time. Second, the metric of the interaction region will evolve into a new structure which is a spherical shell of null matter. If parameter b is less than 2/3, this process can construct a new model which is slightly different to fireworks model. Third, the new model can be seen as a model particle for a distant observer.
Introduction
The theme of colliding plane gravitational waves (CPWs) in general relativity has established one of the important topics that the effects of the nonlinearity of the Einsteins equations manifest itself explicitly. The work of CPWs is not only to find out exact solutions but also to make corresponding predictions, such as focusing effect and emergent cosmology constant [1] . Khan, Penrose [2] have proved that a collision of two impulsive gravitational plane waves produces curvature; Bell and Szekeres [3] are the first to find out a solution of interacting electromagnetic shock waves which have no curvature singularities and predict in this collision processes accompanying impulsive gravitational waves. Therefore the colliding plane waves offer a new method to verify general relativity. More importantly, CPWs may be the best and simple way to detect the characteristic of the singularity which arises due to the non-linearity of the general relativity.
Our motivation follows. Thanks to the pioneer's work, through their untiring efforts, many exact solutions [4] portraying the CPWs with aligned linear polarization have been worked out, but we just know they are correct in mathematics, hard to test in the laboratory. Since we do not know any other phenomenon from this process, we wishfully want to know some phenomenon by which we can simply examine the colliding theory in the laboratory.
In 1987, Ferrari and Iba nez [5] have used soliton techniques [6] to obtain a class of solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations describing the space-time following the collision of two gravitational plane waves, and if we take special cases of the Ferrari and Iba nez solution, then we will naturally get the metric which is locally isometric to Schwarzschild solution.
Yurtsever [7] also came to the same conclusion but in a different way. Hayward [8] , has considered the relationship between colliding waves and a black hole. And the stability of these solutions is, of course, a matter of particular interest. Chandrasekhar, Xanthopoulos and Yurtsever [9] [10] [11] have investigated the same result that horizon will be destroyed by different two ways, one is that analyzing the Cauchy horizon and the other is nonlinear perturbation method.
At first, we have found that there exist some possible extension in the interaction region is very curiosity because a good theory should give certain conditions respectively to every extension. Unfortunately, general relativity only can give us some possible extension, so we need to consider other processes such as nonlinear perturbation, linear perturbation, and Hawking radiation. As we can see from the work of Hayward [8] , he did not give the conditions for each extension. As we know, Hawking has proved that the black hole in the collapse existing thermal radiation and Damoar, Ruffini extend the applicability of thermal radiation as long as the event horizon existed [12] [13]. So we choose a different way, we discuss Hawking radiation in the soliton solution of Ferrari and Iba nez, which degenerated solution can be transformed into Schwarzschild metric via a proper coordinate [4] . Moreover, in this method, we really can have a restriction on the static extension. This is an exciting result, if we admit there only exist two extension which are time symmetric and static extension, we will discern CPWs in which condition will eventually evolve into a static white hole or just spilled into two gravitational waves.
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Sec. II, we present basically the soliton solution of Ferrari and Iba nez. In Sec.
III, we introduce Hawking radiation and discuss parameter M which has a relationship to the energy of gravitational waves. In Sec. IV, we consider the Hawking radiation on the colliding region and analyze the dynamics of the metric. And the last section is the conclusion.
The soliton solution of Ferrari and Iba nez
For simplicity to introduce the solution of Ferrari and Iba nez, we take Yurtesever's method to present which easy to understand and one can find more detail in [4] if you are interesting. The Schwarzschild metric inside the event horizon is:
Keeping in mind the commuting vectors ∂ /∂t and ∂ /∂ φ are both space-like, and ∂ /∂ r is time-like vector.We consider the change of variables:
In this coordinate transformation, the metric (1) takes the form:
We can see from the ( 2), the time-like and space-like killing vector are respectively ∂ /∂ ψ and ∂ /∂ x, ∂ /∂ y, ∂ /∂ λ . From the degenerated Ferrari Iba nez solution [5] we get that ψ range is 0 to π/2 with the metric (1) which is our interaction region of CPWs with aligned polarization. From the range of ψ, we have M ≤ r ≤ 2M. For the range of r implied the interaction region is inside the horizon. We also can get the other region of gravitation waves by take an extending of metric (3) . Doing the follow Finally, we obtain the metric for colliding plane waves space-time.
Metric(4) contains four regions: when 0 < u < π/2a, v < 0 this region describes the metric of the gravitational wave; when u < 0, 0 < v < π/2b, this region describes the metric of the other gravitational wave coming from the opposite direction; when u < 0, v < 0, this region is Minkowski space-time; when 0 < u < π/2a, 0 < v < π/2b, this region describes the metric of the interaction region which is isometric to the Schwarzschild solution. The four regions are depicted in Fig.1 As is shown in Fig.   2 , it is easier to understand the colliding process in the spatial picture. It is important to note that the impulsive wave can be regarded as a thin sandwich wave in a suitable limit as the thickness goes to zero [14] . On the left side of the wave, its metric is called region II. On the right side of the wave, its metric is called region III. And the background metric of these two waves is Minkowski space-time which is called region I. (b) depicts that two waves have an interaction region which is call region IV.
Hawking radiation
Another point in this paper is Hawking radiation. Next, we will briefly introduce this kind of knowledge. One can find more detail of Hawking radiation [15] , if you are interesting.
In 1974, Hawking claimed that the black hole has thermal radiation. In the event horizon, a black hole will create a pair of virtual particle through vacuum fluctuation [12] . If this process inside the vicinity of the event horizon, the positive virtual particles has the quantum tunneling effect which will escape from the event horizon and becomes a real particle. And the negative particle will be absorbed by the black hole. If this process outside the vicinity of the event horizon, the negative virtual particle has the quantum tunneling effect which will go inside the event horizon. Also, the positive virtual particle will escape the black hole and become a real particle. The two ways, positive particle always escapes the black hole and negative particle absorbed by the black hole. However, in his work of calculation, it is only for collapsing black holes. In 1976, other physicists [13] have shown that the thermal radiation of the black hole can extend to any circumstance which has an event horizon.
In Schwarzschild space-time, Sannan [16] has calculated that the vacuum fluctuations at the horizon adjacent the black hole give rise to a relative probability of a particle:
where M is the mass of black holes, and ω is energy of radiation particles.
The particle with energy ω escapes from event horizon to infinity, and its average particle number is:
The plus and minus signs represent the Fermi-Dirac distribution and the Bose-Einstein distribution.
M. K. Parikh and F. Wilczek [17] have proposed a more specific process of black hole thermal radiation. They believe particles created by vacuum fluctuation penetrate the black hole through the tunneling effect in a subtle way. It can be summarized briefly as follow:
With the black hole radiation, it accompanied by loss of energy. For the black hole, energy is directly related to its radius.
So, the black hole must be contracted. It is this subtle way to form a gap before and after contraction. More importantly, the radius of the horizon should also decrease which depends on the energy of radiation. Such a process creates the necessary barrier which must exist in quantum tunneling effect.
Concluding their precise calculations, tunneling rate from the Schwarzschild black hole is:
Investigating by Kimet Jusufi [18] , he have showed that white holes also have Hawking radiation and the tunneling rate had the same form to black holes which using Painlevé − Gullstand coordinates [19] .
If we want to know the tunneling rate, we may need to know the parameter M., Of course, M can be got by coordinate transformation, but we can not promise M having a relationship to the energy of the gravitational waves. Thus, we have to work out the energy of gravitational waves and compare with the expression of M.
We get the metric in region II (4):
The Einstein-Rosen waves [20] , i.e. metric of the form
where γ = γ(ρ,t), ψ = ψ(ρ,t),W = W (ρ,t). And W has to satisfy the wave equation
Comparing metric (8) (9) and u = t + ρ,
We find that metric (8) is a special case of Einstein-Rosen waves with W = cos 2 au.
Nathan Rosen and K.S. Virbhadra [21] [22] have shown the energy and momentum of cylindrical gravitation waves in cartesian coordinates. They give the Mφ ller pseudo-tensor of cylindrical gravitation waves is
where
and we can easily work out the pseudo-tensor:
where x = ρ cosφ , y = ρ sin φ and we take (11) into the equation (14) . Therefore,
We consider φ , z = const, and integrate t 0 0
where g = −e 4γ /e 4ψ = (1 + sin(a (t + ρ))) 2 , and the relationship (17) is only valid for a large a.
And we have the same result to the region III.
We assume that the law of conservation of energy is not violated in the IV region. Thus parameter M has an obvious relationship with the energy of gravitational waves according to getting from coordinate transformation (1/ab = 2M 2 ). Thus, choosing the appropriate a and b can make M small enough that the emission rate of particles is close to 100%. For example, we take M = 2ω
Therefore the tunneling rate can not ignore for low energy and it is intriguing that CPWs having large energy may not need to consider Hawking radiation.
However, this does not mean for any low energy should always consider Hawking radiation. Because this process needs to emit a particle and the interaction region will reduce corresponding energy which is larger than the total energy of gravitational waves violating the weak energy condition, the Hawking radiation will not occur. Actually, this implies that the lower energy of gravitational waves (the degenerated Ferrari Iba nez solution) colliding only have time symmetric extension.
Extension of interaction region after radiation
In the degenerated Ferrari and Iba nez solution, ψ = π/2 is event horizon, but we do not know the space-time structure when ψ > π/2 and ψ < 0. It is necessary to consider appropriate extension to this solution across surface of the horizon and ψ = 0. Hayward [8] has suggested some extension, such as time reverse and extension of the Schwarzschild exterior inside the interaction region. However, we do not know which extension we should take since it lacks some information. Therefore, we take Hawking radiation into consideration, which can restrict the selection of extension. Because metric (1) exists an event horizon, we can consider the Hawking radiation in the horizon. But this metric is different from the Schwarzschild metric, for example metric (3) is locally isometric to the Schwarzschild metric inside the event horizon; M = (2ab) −1/2 is rather tiny compared with the real black(white) hole; And the metric (3) does not exist any curvature singularity. Due to these characteristics, making the results have different. When the interaction region has radiated a particle with mass at event horizon r=2M. The metric(4) will also change as the mass. As a result, we have a new metric to describe the new interaction region after radiation:
where ε 1 is mass of radiated particle and the range is M ≤ r ≤ 2M.
However, we prohibit ε 1 ≥ M/2 since this process can't restrict any extension.
For simplicity, we define three parameters:
We have noted that the event horizon is r = 2(M − ε 1 ) after radiation. Moreover, ∂ ∂ r is time-like killing vector when r ∈ D 2 , and ∂ ∂ r is space-like killing vector when r ∈ D 3 . Before radiation, the valid range is D 1 . After radiation the valid range is also D 1 . We can take the range D 2 as a part of a new CPWs after radiation represented by blue line, then we extend the range D 1 to range M − ε 1 ≤ r ≤ 2M. Therefore, the blue line CPWs only can take the static extension since outside the surface r = 2(M − ε 1 ) which is confirmed by Bhirkoffs theorem. We should note that ∂ ∂ r is space-like killing vector when r ∈ D 3 . Likewise, we can consider that the metric (20) comes from a bigger CPWs after radiation. If we repeat this process one time, we will have the new range M − ε 1 ≤ r ≤ 2(M + ε 2 ). So we repeat this process to infinity times, we eventually extend the range M − ε 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞.This situation is illustrated in Fig 3 in term of original null coordinates.
Another traditional way is that the resulting metric can be analytically extended across the r = 2(M − ε 1 ) surface to produce a bigger space-time. Different methods having the same results, this may tell us that taking the contracting region as a part of new CPWs is reasonable.
Furthermore, yet, r < M can not be determined by the r > 2M, and r < M can not take Schwarzschild solution for existing singularity. In this case, not only time symmetric extension but also static extension have the same property which throws out energy at once. Considering the process of the CPWs, with time r going, all the energy only exists in the event horizon.
Because in this process energy is always in the gravitational waves, there does not exist any energy in the past. This behaviors have subtle differences with traditional Schwarzschild white holes which is the reversal of black holes, therefore traditional white holes should continuously throw away material. Another kind of white holes was firstly proposed by Alon Rettter and Shlomo Heller [23] . Their argument has two points. First, white holes should eject all its energy / matter similar to the Bing Bang, and their cannot be destroyed after they born for white holes only exited in a short window. Second, white holes can appear anywhere and anytime, but they are instantaneous, so some claimed that white holes interacting with accreted matter will instability [24] , which is not precise.
So we take static extension after Hawking radiation, the metric is different to before. r < 2(M − ε 1 ), r > 2(M − ε 1 ) do not have any energy. When r > 2(M − ε 1 ), we can get the metric from the static extension:
From the above analysis, in the range M − ε 1 ≤ r ≤ 2(M − ε 1 ) and r < M − ε 1 all energy is zero when time reaches r = 2(M − ε 1 ). Therefore the metric will become flat space-time by Bhirkoff's theorem:
Finally we get the new metric by extending the metric (20) .
This metric have analyzed by Haggard and Rovelli, called fireworks model [25] [26] [27] . But some kind of differences, fireworks model considers the spherical shell of null matter coming from past null infinity. In this case, the spherical null matter which is made up of the space-time itself and not from the past null infinity but in its own Schwarzschild radius before radiation.
Fireworks model assumes that the shell moves in from past null infinity, entering the Schwarzschild radius and reaching the quantum region. But in this case, in order to build a stable metric which needs to consider Hawking radiation (This is different from Haggard and Rovelli [26] . Because in this paper is built up by Hawking radiation in proper energy colliding gravitational waves, we can not disregard Hawking radiation except event horizon disappearing), we consider the process of CPWs and assume that the shell moves in from null past, reaching the quantum region. For the global structure see Figure 4 . We note that the event horizon will disappear which have the same result of Chandrasekhar, Xanthopoulos and Yurtsever [9] [28] which have used generic perturbations of the initial data and full nonlinear theory respectively.
Quantum effects can first appear at a radius [26] 
We can note R q > 2m, so it is reasonable to consider the null matter bouncing before reach horizon. And the bounce time 
If we want to this spacetime structure be true, the Hawking evaporation time should larger than bounce time.
As we can see from the (28) and (29) when b < 2/3, this spacetime structure can be existed.
So physical picture is that the null shell matter colliding reaches quantum region then bounces and arrived at its maximum distance and then colliding again. For a distant observer the metric can be always used Schwarzschild metric, therefore observer can regard the null shell as a stable and static particle which mass is M − ε 1 .
If CPWs can be observed experimentally, we will see a pair of particles. One comes from Hawking radiation which moves in the spacetime, and the other comes from the remnant of the null shell which is static. However, we do not know these type of two particles are the same for any observer in our calculation. If we want to solve this problem, we may need to do the same process to radiate a charged particle. We leave this for the future.
Conclusion
In this paper, we take Hawking radiation into account in the degenerated Ferrari Iba nez solutions, therefore we constrain the choice of the extension. When the interaction region radiates a particle, the extension only can choose the Schwarzschild exterior inside the interaction region. Also, we analyze the dynamic of the metric which is after radiation, we find it can be seen as a spherical shell of null matter. Because our method need to take Hawking radiation into considering, deciding the process is different to fireworks model. Fortunately, we can also construct a meaningful model when considering the Hawking radiation.
For a distant observer, the new model's behavior just looks like a particle, which we have constructed. Of course, it also can seem as a dark matter, because it is made up by spacetime itself and only can be detected by gravitational force. On the next step, we will discuss radiating a charged particle in the colliding region, because radiating charged particles may carry out some property of electrons, and we will also analyze colliding electromagnetic waves by this method.
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